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The concept of ‘AI-ready’
• Sprawling definition of AI/ML
• Hype of AI/ML
• Different levels of

understanding/adoption of AI/ML

• More immersion in the AI/ML 
research community and they into 
ours

• Better tools for collaborating
• Package research with data

and model workflows
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Knowledge graphs
• Prerequisite to robust AI/ML is the 

data that inform it
• It’s clear that we use a woefully small 

amount of the available data – the 
available knowledge

• Integrating knowledge is really hard

• Linking data
• Invest in the development of

knowledge graphs as a critical 
foundation for next-gen AI/ML

https://www.chessscience.com/
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Computability
• We have detailed knowledge at 

finest scales of Earth and Space 
Science systems, but what is the 
right ‘level’ to look at them from? All 
AI/ML models must coarse-grain in
some way

• Need to incorporate physics into 
AI/ML, but physics-based models are 
expensive to run

• Processing the volumes of data
needed is prohibitive

• Speed up physical models without 
loss of fidelity: ‘emulators’

• Become better practitioners of HPC 
systems 

• Move compute to the data, not the 
other way around 
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More robust evaluation 
of models

• It’s easy (and currently considered 
publishable) to produce a minimal 
result from an AI/ML model

• Fully understanding a model is 
challenging

• Hard to know precisely what the 
model is optimizing for

• Better qualify what you are
optimizing for – recognize the limits 
of generalizability

• Evaluate our models across more 
metrics

• Loss function engineering
• ‘Socialize’ the evaluation of AI/ML 

models
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The concept of ‘AI-ready’

Knowledge graphs

Computability

More robust evaluation of models

• More immersion in the AI/ML 
research community and they into 
ours

• Link data
• Become better practitioners of HPC 

systems
• Loss function engineering

Resources I love
• Community-curated Github repo for data science and AI/ML resources: 

https://github.com/rmcgranaghan/data_science_tools_and_resources/wiki/Lin
ks

• (article) Camporeale (2020) The Challenge of Machine Learning in Space 
Weather

• (book) Melanie Mitchell Artificial Intelligence: A guide for thinking humans
• (book) Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolfsson Machine, Platform, Crowd: 

Harnessing the Digital Revolution
• Lex Fridman AI Podcast: https://lexfridman.com/ai/

@AeroSciengineer

ryan.mcgranaghan@gmail.com

RyanMcGranaghan.com

https://github.com/rmcgranaghan/data_science_tools_and_resources/wiki/Links
https://lexfridman.com/ai/

